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With the increasing development of Chinese economy, improving national 
happiness using public administration way effectively has become the focus center of 
the central to local governments. However, compare with international survey, 
domestic research of national happiness with public administration prospective is 
unsufficient no matter in depth or breadth. Promoting economic development is 
always the key point of governmental work. In the light of the obscure realization of 
the connection of economic growth and national happiness in theory horizon,  
governments at all levels get used to equate or oppose them simply in daily work. In  
our research however, we introduce Easterlin paradox and relevant theories to 
annalyze the effect economic growth acted to national happiness. With more and more 
damands of happiness in this increasingly changed society, economic growth is not 
the only reason of the many sources of national happiness, and this is the origiral 
reason of the unsynchronicity between our country’s rapid ecomonic growth and 
comparatively low national happiness. Conbined with the survey and data of Xiamen 
city, we point out public policy recommendations based on theory of happiness.     
The first part of the thesis begins with the theory of the Easterlin paradox and 
some relevant theories, and then pointed out the limitation of national happiness 
depanding on economic growth.Then, we provide the redefinition of national 
happiness and point out the influents that the economic growth act to national 
happiness is limited. national happiness is defined as a whole system contained of 
many other demands. Therefore, the only effect factor brought by economic growth 
can not satisfy all the demands of national happiness.    
In the second part, we discuss the effect economic growth acting on national 
happiness based on the aforementioned theories. We piont out that economic growth 
is still the mian stream leading to national happiness at the present development stage 
of our country. Meanwhile, we remind the effect that economic factor acted on 
national happiness is limited. 















national happiness in the process of economic growth from the government founction. 
In the process of economic growth, there are improving factors and restricted factors 
of national happiness. Therefore, considering Xiamen’s practical situation, our 
government should take the responsibility to find out the solution of improving 
national happiness, from improving income, promoting distruction, enlarging 
employment, improving social security system and strengthening environmental 
protection. Futhermore, after considerating the practical situation of Xiamen city and 
the relationship between economic growth and national happiness, our government 
should take their responsibility to play a key function to make up the citizen national 
happiness restriction brought by economic growth, while enlarge the advantagement 
brought by economic growth.  
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